Boaz Vaadia: Prints, Sculpture & New Reliefs
March 16 - April 30, 2017
Opening Thursday, March 16, 6-8 pm
Jim Kempner Fine Art is pleased to announce an exhibition of sculpture
and prints by internationally acclaimed, Israeli-born artist Boaz Vaadia.
The show will feature a selection of the artist’s figurative sculptures, new
reliefs, a series of prints, and two large outdoor pieces in the gallery’s
sculpture garden. Boaz Vaadia passed away on February 25th, 2017 after
battling cancer. He remained at work in his studio until the final weeks of
his life, overseeing the evolution of this exhibition. Boaz Vaadia:
Sculpture, Prints & New Reliefs will open on March 16th and continue
through April 30th. There will be an opening reception on Thursday,
March 16th, from 6-8 pm.
Boaz Vaadia moved to New York in 1975 after receiving the
America-Israel Cultural Foundation Scholarship. At that time, SoHo was
a hotbed of young artists converting warehouses into lofts. The bluestone sidewalks of SoHo were being torn up and
replaced with concrete. Vaadia collected these displaced slabs of bluestone for material. The used slate shingles were
collected from various sources, including directly from roofing companies and dumpsters. The acquisition of these
materials actuated his lifelong relationship with slate and bluestone. When asked about Boaz Vaadia and his work, the
legendary gallery owner Ivan Karp declared him as “one of the handful of living artists who have successfully
challenged 5,000 years of figurative sculpture to produce a consistent body of work of singular identity.”
Boaz Vaadia with Maakha & Rehavam.

Using a hammer and chisel, Vaadia hand-carved layers of stone in the manner of ancient
arrowheads. Individual layers of stone, stacked vertically into stratified human and
animal forms, mimic the natural layering formation of stone. Vaadia’s wall reliefs, his
newest body of work dating from 2014- 2017, will be featured in the exhibition. Three
bronze reliefs will be shown along with four unique slate sculptures carved from either
black, red, purple, or green slate. Applying his technique to the history of stonework,
Vaadia’s reliefs challenge an ancient subtractive method of sculpting.
His meditative figures of men, women, and children, void of specific characteristics,
represent universal human beings. They are often shown in domestic situations, revering
the beauty of ordinary people. The exhibition includes Benayahu & Yoas, a new bronze
edition, along with Maakha & Rehavam, Ba’al-zevuv 2nd, and Shimshon, large-scale,
bronze figures set on or against glacial period boulders excavated from the bedrock of
Brooklyn and basalt columns from Washington state. Vaadia began casting his stonework
into bronze sculptures in the late 1980s, which allowed him to reach broader
audiences and granted him the flexibility to make variations of compositions within his
body of work.
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Benayahu & Yoas, 2017. Bronze.
22 x 18 x 10”.

Haza’el was the first bluestone sculpture Vaadia used to document his process. Using his forklift as a tripod, Vaadia
captured the sculpture at each stage in its assembly, showcasing the multiplicity of compositions within the sculpture and
the natural beauty of stone. A selection from this photographic series will be displayed alongside a bronze version of the
sculpture.
Boaz Vaadia’s recent museum survey at Grounds for Sculpture covered over 45 years of work, and was accompanied by
an extensive catalog titled “Boaz Vaadia: Sculpture.” His work is sited in many public locations, including the Time Warner
Center, New York, NY; Philharmonic Center for the Arts, Naples, FL; Chicago Symphony Sculpture Garden at Ravinia,
Chicago, IL; Carol Franc Buck Sculpture Garden, Reno, NV; Independence Park, Tel Aviv, Israel; Main Street Square,
Houston, TX; and Point Leo Sculpture Park, Victoria, Australia. Vaadia’s work is included in numerous museum and private
collections throughout the world, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY; the Museum of Modern Art,
San Francisco, CA; the Jewish Museum, New York, NY; the Tokyo Metropolitan Teien Art Museum, Japan; Hakone Open Air
Museum, Japan; the Norton Gallery of Art, West Palm Beach, FL; the Tel-Aviv Museum, Israel; The Israel Museum, Israel; the
Open Museum at Tefen, Israel; the Bass Museum of Art, Miami Beach, FL; the Vero Beach Museum of Art, Vero Beach, FL;
the Baker Museum, Naples, FL; the Flint Institute of Arts, MI; and the Charles A. Wustum Museum of Fine Arts, WI.
For more information, please contact gallery director Dru Arstark at dru@jimkempner.com or associate director
Sarah Bielicky at sarah@jimkempner.com.
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